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Table 1 Some common gene present in chromosome 21 Based on thorough analyses of studies on humans and DS
mouse models, it is.

A breakthrough finally occurred in , when Joe Hin Tjio and Albert Levan described a set of experimental
conditions that allowed them to correctly identify the number of human chromosomes as  Included within this
group of students are those who are diagnosed with Down syndrome. Portrait by Sydney Hodges, ca. The
effects include some birth defects and health problems. In the same study, DNA of 30 individual of trisomy
without CHD was studied for both mutations, no such mutation was identified [ 35 ]. Additional experiments
have tried to identify particularly important genes within this region by transferring smaller segments of the
interval on MMU For example, the three mouse models depicted on the right in Figure 4 carry different
portions of MMU16, and all display some symptoms of DS. Although chromosome 21 is the smallest one
humans have, it can cause a lot of problems if it is altered. Touching his hands they are tiny, his fingers shorter
and his fifth finger seems to curve slightly inward. This can be caused by three different processes;
nondisjunction, mosaicism, or translocation. DS individual have variety of physical characteristics like a small
chin, slanted eye, poor muscle tone, a flat nasal bridge, a single crease of the palm and a protuding due to
small mouth and large tongue [ 14 ]. It causes mild to moderate learning difficulties, it is a lifelong condition
After all, there have been several situations with birth defects that have caused years of frusturation and
difficulties. His physical features are somewhat strange. Any woman regardless of her culture, race and
socio-economic status can have a baby with Down syndrome. Many of these children also have other health
problems. This may be due to the lack of understanding and respect given to them, therefore creating a
stereotype against Down syndrome. These birth defects can include heart defects and intestine blockage. It is
causes by a cell error called non-disjunction. Genes are what is responsible for our appearance, and traits.
Other features includes big toe, abnormal pattern of fingerprint and short fingers. The prevalence in children
born to young mothers is 1 in , while it increases to almost 1 in 40 in children born to mothers over  In fact,
researchers now realize that older mothers have more babies with DS because the frequency of meiotic
nondisjunction increases in women with age. It was certainly not for lack of trying. The medical problems
were rarely ever treated. Amniocentesis and CVS are quite reliable but offers risk of miscarriage of between 0.
Thus, in his classic paper of , Down noted that many children with mental retardation shared a common set of
facial features, including an upward slant to the eye, a flat nose, and a large tongue. The sufferers quickly died
in their infancy or in early adulthood. Of the three, the most faithful model of DS is the Ts65Dn mouse, which
carries genes that are syntenic with human chromosome  Down Syndrome can be a devastating diagnosis;
however, parents and those diagnosed can still go on to live happy contented lives.


